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A good kitchen must have taste, and that also applies to the mixers. Our recipe: intelligent function combined with perfect ergonomics and the best design. However, mixers by Hansgrohe and Axor not only set standards in functionality and quality, you are also assured maximum durability. After all, they are used up to 90 times a day - which makes them the most frequently used appliance in the kitchen. Our technological innovation sums it up: the little Select button that has a big effect. It makes kitchen tasks a bit easier. Using it is intuitive: a light touch with the hand, the back of a hand or an elbow is all it takes to stop or start the water flow.

The Hansgrohe company is based in Germany's Black Forest, and has 100 years of history and family tradition. Today the company is one of the leading mixer and shower manufacturers, and is known all over the world to stand for high quality, design-oriented products, forward-looking bathroom concepts and environmentally friendly water technology. In addition to the established premium brand of Hansgrohe, the designer brand Axor was created in 1993.
CLOSE TO THE ACTION. A BUTTON MAKES WORKING IN THE KITCHEN EASIER.
Metris Select increases the level of user comfort in the kitchen. The new Select mixer has the Select button on the front, making it even more helpful. The flow starts and stops almost in passing without interrupting your activities unnecessarily. Moreover because the Select button can be operated by the back of a hand or an elbow, the mixer stays nice and clean. By the by, this additional comfort requires neither electricity nor additional appliances in the base unit: the button works purely mechanically.

A functions video that explains everything the button can do is available at youtube.com/hansgrohe or by scanning the QR code.
Select: a small button for great freedom of movement.
And if your hands are full, you can simply operate the mixer with the back of a hand or an elbow.

Select button – start and stop the water at the touch of a button. The lever remains open, and maintains the preset temperature and flow

ComfortZone – a great level of freedom and increased range around the sink for your daily kitchen tasks

Swivel the spout by 150° – for greater freedom of movement and accessibility to the sink

Open the mixer: set the mixer once and select the desired temperature, and after that simply use the Select button to stop or start the water flow

Ergonomically rounded handle: so that the temperature and water quantity can easily be controlled by any age group

Basic mixer shape: adapted to complement modern sink bowl shapes
Hansgrohe Metris® Select
PERFECT IN THE HAND. PERFECT IN DESIGN. THE METRIS MIXERS.

From a get-together with friends to a new hobby, cooking has long been more than just an everyday activity. But what would it be without the most important element in the kitchen – water? Nothing! That is why Hansgrohe’s developers came up with the Metris mixers with the pull-out spray and highly ergonomic handle. A true design highlight for any kitchen – not least for the clear, sensuous water jet. Whether in chrome or stainless steel finish.
The basic shape of the mixer: matched harmoniously to the shape of the sink

Swivel the spout by 110°/150° - for generous space at the sink

Switch on, switch off, adjust. Ergonomically rounded handle for better usability - both for the amount of water and the temperature - perfect for all age groups
Hansgrohe Metris®

- Large water spray for thoroughly cleaning dishes and saucepans or for watering plants
- Change from normal spray to shower spray at the touch of a button: so the water is always in the shape you need
- MagFit magnetic holder – for easy attachment of the shower to the mixer body after use
- Pull-out spray – for maximum flexibility and freedom of movement
- Large water spray for thoroughly cleaning dishes and saucepans or for watering plants
These four types have form. The basic body of the new Metris line was inspired by the gently rounded shapes of modern sinks. The transition to the curve combines sensuous ergonomics with smart functionality: starting with the practical lever and the magnetic holder for the pull-out shower spray to the two spray types – normal and shower spray – that are chosen at the touch of a button. Best of all the mixer and Select button, which is as easy as ABC also combines form and function in the loveliest way.
Hansgrohe Metris®
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray

Pull-out spray (pulls out by up to 50 cm) with
two spray types (normal/shower spray)

ComfortZone

MagFit magnetic holder

Individually adjustable swivel range
(110°/150°)

Vertical handle position

Hansgrohe Metris®
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spout

Pull-out spout (pulls out by up to 50 cm)

ComfortZone

MagFit magnetic holder

Individually adjustable swivel range
(110°/150°)

Vertical handle position

Hansgrohe Metris®
Single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout

ComfortZone

Swivel range can be set in 3 steps
(110°/150°/360°)

Vertical handle position
PURE. CLEAR. SENSUOUS.
THE FASCINATING COMBINATION
OF DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY.
PuraVida – the name of the mixer perfectly expresses the purist design language and the pleasure in the handling of the essential element water. The focal point at the sink with its unique DualFinish – the brushed stainless steel effect of the mixer body meets the polished stainless steel surface of the spout – was developed in collaboration with the renowned Phoenix Design company, and refined by Hansgrohe with smart functions. A delightful, user-friendly way to celebrate cooking.
PuraVida mixers delight with their clarity and simplicity. The control elements are separate from the mixer body, and appeal for their aesthetics and easy handling: three temperatures can be pre-set at the touch of a button, and adjusted individually by turning the control. The LED illuminated ring shows them in colour. The water volume can also be adjusted with fine precision. Other options: cleaning mode and hot water limiter.

SIMPLY LOVELY, LOVELY AND SIMPLE. NOT LEAST IN THE USABILITY.

A single, multifunctional control element: 1 push for cold water, 2 pushes for mixed water, 3 pushes for hot water. For individual temperature preference: turn the control. Push and turn to adjust water volume. And the mixer also offers a cleaning mode, temporarily preventing water flow during cleaning and a thermostatic control prevents scalding.
The PuraVida mixer is available both in shiny chrome and in an exclusive DualFinish stainless steel effect to match any current sink. The stainless steel surface is manufactured in the PVC process, which makes the mixer extremely resistant to all stresses and tasks. The smooth material transition from the brushed basic set to the polished spout emphasises the high quality.
NEW CONTROL CONCEPT: HANDLE AS YOU LIKE.

Whether an electronic or a single lever mixer, the new control concept in which the control element is positioned separately from the mixer provides plenty of space for customers’ requests. As well as the usual working sequences, it can also be used to take individual physical requirements into account. Is the user right- or left-handed? Tall or short? Working in the kitchen is a piece of cake – even with your hands full.

Hansgrohe PuraVida®
2-hole electronic kitchen mixer

Let the water flow at the touch of a button – as much as you want, at the temperature you want: by pre-setting the amount and temperature. The smart functionality of the electronic control unit not only provides you with the maximum comfort at the sink, but you can also install it in the position that suits you best.

Electronic control
Flexible positioning of the control unit

Swivel spout (120°)
ComfortZone

Electronic

Mixer left, control unit in front of the sink
Mixer and control element behind the sink
Mixer and control to the right of the sink
Mixer behind the sink, control element mounted on the front of the kitchen worktop
Hansgrohe PuraVida®

2-hole Single lever kitchen mixer

Classic styling is another option: with the single lever version, where you control the water quantity and temperature manually using an elegant lever handle. Here too, you can install the handle wherever is most convenient.

Flexible positioning of the handle

ComfortZone

Swivel spout (120°)

Manual

Mixer behind the bowl, control lever in front of the sink

Mixer on the back right, control lever to the right of the sink

Mixer and control element behind the sink

Mixer and control both to the left of the sink
EVERYTHING THAT MAKES AN EXCELLENT KITCHEN HELPER.

MODERN DESIGN THAT WILL FIT ANYWHERE. FUNCTIONAL DETAILS THAT MAKE COOKING A JOY.
Talis is available in several versions: from the basic to the mixer with a high spout; from the pull-out spout to the pull-out spray. A range of mixers that enables you to increase your range around the sink with ease. Perhaps your sink is in front of the window? Then choose the mixer with the fold-down function: lift the mixer, lay it down and open the window.
Hansgrohe Talis® S² Variarc / Talis® S

Form and functionality enter into an aesthetic symbiosis. Hansgrohe Talis is slender, stylish and fitted with a simple lever handle. The high swivel spout with ComfortZone leaves a pleasant amount of space between the mixer and sink and offers greater freedom of movement when filling tall vessels.
Hansgrohe Talis® S Variarc
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray

Swivel spout (150°)

MagFit magnetic holder

Pull-out spray (pulls out by up to 50 cm) with two spray types (normal/shower spray)

ComfortZone

Vertical handle position

Fold-down function for window installation

Hansgrohe Talis® S
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray

Simple lever handle

Pull-out spray with 2 spray types (normal/shower spray)

ComfortZone

QuickClean anti-limescale function

Swivel spout (150°)

Hansgrohe Talis® S
Single lever kitchen mixer

Simple lever handle

QuickClean anti-limescale function

Swivel spout (150°)
ELEGANCE AND INTELLIGENCE.
SWIVEL, PULL OUT - FUNCTIONAL!

The head is just as important as the stomach. Hansgrohe Focus is the timeless mixer line with élan. And intelligence: the Focus range comprises user-friendly basic versions as well as tall spouts and ones that swivel by up to 360° - and now it has something completely new: a pull-out spray! Mixers that will delight you for many years to come. The mixers are available in chrome and stainless steel to harmonise with the colours of ovens, refrigerators, extractor hoods and handles.
Swivel the spout by 150° - for greater freedom in the kitchen
Water spray – ideal for thoroughly rinsing large and small items

Pull-out spray (pulls out by up to 50 cm) with two spray types (normal/shower spray) for greater flexibility and freedom of movement

MagFit magnetic holder – for easy attachment of the shower to the mixer body after use
Hansgrohe Focus® Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray

- MagFit magnetic holder
- Pull-out spray (pulls out by up to 50 cm) with two spray types (normal/shower spray)
- ComfortZone
- Swivel spout (150°)
- Vertical handle position

Hansgrohe Focus® Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout (L-spout)
The Hansgrohe Focus mixer appeals for its minimalistic design language: its straightlined design adds timeless modernity to the kitchen.

**Hansgrohe Focus®**

**Single lever kitchen mixer**
with swivel spout

**Swivel range can be set in 3 steps**
\[110°/150°/360°\]

**Variable handle position**
(left or right)

**ComfortZone**
What applies for the Focus kitchen mixers with the high spout also applies to the basic and wall-mounted versions: great freedom of movement under the mixer.
Hansgrohe Focus®
Single lever kitchen mixer
for wall installation
with swivel spout

Long ergonomic handle
Swivel spout (180°)
QuickClean anti-limescale function

Hansgrohe Focus® E
Single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout

Long ergonomic handle
Swivel spout (360°)
QuickClean anti-limescale function

Hansgrohe Focus® S
Single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout

Long ergonomic handle
Swivel spout (360°)
QuickClean anti-limescale function
Iconic sink units by the man who is probably the most famous designer in the world. Philippe Starck has been designing for Axor since 1994. The French designer’s mixers are notable for the elementary shapes and clear functions that follow the principle of minimalist aesthetics. The characteristic feature of the collection is the easy-to-use joystick handle.
Axor Starck

**Single lever kitchen mixer**
with or without pull-out spray

The Axor Starck design is minimalist and flowing – from the basic body to the spout, and from the spout to the pull-out spray. Axor Starck is available in two functional mixer versions: with the swivel spout, which can be set at any of three levels to suit your personal preferences, and a second version with a pull-out spray that enables you to reach any part of the basin and rinse off plates with ease.
Axor Starck Semi-Pro

Semi-Pro Single lever kitchen mixer

Axor Starck Semi-Pro is the mixer for serious amateur chefs. With its 360° swivel spout and minimalist design, it is ideal for double sinks and sink units that are integrated in the kitchen as island solutions.
The Italian architect and designer Antonio Citterio bows to the element water with an elegantly restrained range of kitchen mixers. The exclusive, precisely formed handle is particularly striking. Its length and flatness make it extremely ergonomic in use. The gentleman of design also designed a second kitchen mixer with extremely slender, tall lines that echo an urban aesthetic.
Axor Citterio
Axor Citterio is available in three different functional versions, up to high-end functionality with a stainless steel spring that gives the spout maximum flexibility. All share the same slender lines and ultra ergonomic handle that is really easy to use – even with dirty or soapy hands.
Axor Citterio

Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray

- Pull-out spray with two spray modes (normal/shower spray)
- ComfortZone
- Individually adjustable swivel range (110°/150°/360°)
- Ergonomic handle

Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout
2-hole Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray

The Axor Citterio M version with pull-out spray provides a normal spray and a shower spray.
2-hole Single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout

The eye-catching spout can be rotated freely by 360° or locked in position at 110° or 150°. The separate lever handle can be installed on any side of the sink. At the back, for instance, out of the reach of children’s hands, or on the left side of the bowl, ergonomically practical for left-handed people – whichever you prefer.
FORM FOLLOWS EMOTION.
WHEN WE WANT TO TOUCH IT AND USE IT.

The German design studio Phoenix Design, under Andreas Haug and Tom Schönher, has previously designed numerous kitchen mixers for Hansgrohe and Axor. They now develop the first Axor kitchen mixer for the wall.
Axor Uno²
Axor Uno²

Single lever kitchen mixer
concealed

The Axor Uno² wall mixer is yet another smart solution that provides more freedom of movement at the sink. The integrated telescopic spout is easy to pull out and swivel, increasing the range around the sink.
Axor Uno²

**Single lever kitchen mixer**
with swivel spout

Axor Uno² is a range of kitchen mixers in a clear, geometric design language that combines easily with any kitchen ambience. The mixer spout swivels by 360°, which makes life very easy when cooking and washing up.
Swivel spout (360°)
**Hansgrohe Metris Select**

- Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout
  - Ref. 14883, -000, -800

- Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spout
  - Ref. 14820, -000, -800

- Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray
  - Ref. 14821, -000, -800

---

**Hansgrohe Metris**

- Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout
  - Ref. 14822, -000, -800
  - for window installation
  - Ref. 14823000

---

**Hansgrohe PuraVida**

- Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spout
  - Ref. 14821, -000, -800

- Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray
  - Ref. 14820, -000, -800

- 2-hole electronic kitchen mixer
  - Ref. 15805, -000, -800

---

**Hansgrohe Talis Classic**

- Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout
  - Ref. 14858000

- Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout with shut-off valve
  - Ref. 14863000

- Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray
  - Ref. 14864000

---

**Hansgrohe Talis S Variarc**

- Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray
  - Ref. 14877, -000, -800

- Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spout
  - Ref. 14872, -000, -800

- Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout for open water heaters
  - Ref. 14873000

- Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout with shut-off valve
  - Ref. 14875000
Hansgrohe Talis® S

- Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray
  Ref. 32841, -000, -800
  for open water heaters
  Ref. 32842000

- Single lever kitchen mixer
  Ref. 32851, -000, -800
  for open water heaters
  Ref. 32852000

- Single lever kitchen mixer with shut-off valve
  Ref. 32855000

- Kitchen shut-off valve to fit Hansgrohe
  and Axor kitchen mixers
  Ref. 10823, -000, -800

Hansgrohe Focus®

- Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray
  Ref. 31815, -000, -800

- Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout
  Ref. 31820, -000, -800
  for open water heaters
  Ref. 31822, -000, -800

- Single lever kitchen mixer
  Ref. 31823000

- Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout (L-spout)
  Ref. 31817, -000, -800

Surface finish chrome (-000) · Surface finish Stainless Steel Optic (-800) · All measurements in mm
**PRODUCT RANGE Axor**

**Axor Starck**

- Semi-Pro Single lever kitchen mixer
  - Ref. 10820000

- Single lever kitchen mixer with cylindric handle
  - Ref. 10821000

**Axor Citterio**

- Semi-Pro Single lever kitchen mixer
  - Ref. 39840000

- Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray
  - Ref. 39835000

- Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout
  - Ref. 39850000

- Single lever kitchen mixer for open water heaters
  - Ref. 39852000
**Axor Citterio M**

2-hole Single lever kitchen mixer with pull-out spray
Ref. 34822, -000, -800

2-hole Single lever kitchen mixer
Ref. 34820, -000, -800

---

**Axor Uno²**

Single lever kitchen mixer concealed
Ref. 38815, -000, -800
Basic body (not shown)
Ref. 13622180

Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout
Ref. 38830, -000, -800

Single lever kitchen mixer with swivel spout
Ref. 14850000
for open water heaters
Ref. 14852000
with shut-off valve (not shown)
Ref. 14855000

---

**Kitchen shut-off valve**

Kitchen shut-off valve to fit Hansgrohe and Axor kitchen mixers
Ref. 10823, -000, -800
Quality made by Hansgrohe

Select button
Select technology ensures that using it is easy: a simple click is all it takes to stop and start the water flow. As easy as ABC with an elbow or the back of a hand – so the mixer stays clean.

Ceramic or joystick cartridge with Boltic handle lock
Thanks to the specially hardened plastics, the joystick, M1 and M2 cartridges help to ensure the mixer has a long functional life. The wedge-shaped control lever of the Boltic handle prevents the handle wobbling in use.

QuickClean
It is very difficult for limescale to take hold on the silicon disc, and if it does, it can easily be rubbed away with a finger.

Easy, solid installation
Flexible connections and the integrated stabilisation plate for thin-walled stainless steel sinks make it easier to install the mixer, and guarantee safe results.

PEX hoses
The PEX hoses are temperature-resistant and neutral in taste and odour.

Quality made by Hansgrohe
You are acquiring a quality product that has been developed and produced by Hansgrohe.

Swivel function
The mixers offer you either a limited swivel range (110°/120°/150°) or all-round freedom of movement (360°).

Pull-out spray/spout
The pull-out spray/spout increases the operating range around the sink.

ALL THE PRODUCT BENEFITS FROM PULL-OUT SPRAY TO SWIVEL RANGE AT A GLANCE.
### MagFit magnetic holder
Thanks to the MagFit function, the hose slides back almost silently, and locks back into place in the mixer spout.

### QuickConnect for pull-out spray hoses
Thanks to the QuickConnect function, the hoses are particularly easy to fit.

### Pull-out spray – spray modes
The pull-out spray also offers two modes of spray, normal and shower, which are easy to switch between.

### Ergonomic handles
Long flat handles for ergonomic control.

### Vertical handle position
Thanks to the vertical handle position this item can be installed even where there is little space between the mixer and wall.

### Separation of spout and control unit
The handle can be installed flexibly if preferred.

### Variable handle positioning
The handle can be installed on the left or right as preferred.

### ComfortZone
The ultra high spout offers plenty of space and is ideal for filling large containers.

### Telescopic function
A telescopic pull-out provides you with even more flexibility.

### Window installation
Fold-down function: ideal for installation in front of a window; simply lift the mixer up when required and lay it flat.

### Chrome or stainless steel look
Stainless steel surfaces made in chrome or stainless steel effect in the PVD process are highly scratch and wear resistant.

### Kitchen shut-off valve
Available as an option in the same design as any Hansgrohe or Axor kitchen mixer for external device shut-off, such as the dishwasher.